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Abstract
A concept is presented for achieving a remotely deployable truss-stiffened reflector consisting of seven
integrated sandwich panels that form the reflective surface, and an integrated feed boom. The concept has
potential for meeting aperture size and surface precision requirements for some high-frequency microwave
remote sensing applications. The packaged reflector/feed boom configuration is a self-contained unit that can
be conveniently attached to a spacecraft bus. The package has a cylindrical envelope compatible with typical
launch vehicle shrouds. Dynamic behavior of a deployed configuration having a 216-inch focal length and
consisting of 80-inch-diameter, two-inch-thick panels is examined through finite-element analysis. Results
show that the feed boom and spacecraft bus can have a large impact on the fundamental frequency of the
deployed configuration. Two candidate rib-stiffened sandwich panel configurations for this application are
described, and analytical results for panel mass and stiffness are presented. Results show that the addition of
only a few rib stiffeners, if sufficiently deep, can efficiently improve sandwich panel stiffness.
Introduction
In support of NASA's Mission to Planet Earth program, space-based observation systems are needed
for scientific monitoring of Earth system processes (refs. 1, 2). For some applications such observation
systems (spacecraft) will require parabolic reflectors with diameters that exceed shroud diameters of practical
hunch vehicles. Thus, if manned and robotic assembly of erectable structures are not considered affordable
options for near-term applications, these reflectors must be assembled on Earth, folded for launch and
remotely deployed on-orbit. This requirement significantly increases structural complexity and introduces
reliability issues that must be addressed by the designer. An additional design complication arises from the
fact that an application of major interest for remote sensing spacecraft is microwave radiometry at
frequencies greater than 30 GHz. At these high frequencies expandable mesh becomes inadequate as a
reflective surface and must be replaced by a solid reflective surface (ref. 3). If the reflective surface must also
be stiffened to meet high precision requirements, compact packaging becomes even more difficult to achieve
than for mesh surfaces.
Reference 4 presents a concept for packaging and deployment of a reflector with a stiffened reflective
surface that is supported on a truss. The concept achieves high volumetric packaging efficiency by dividing
the reflective surface into smaller panel segments that can be arranged in a compact stack so that the
package fits within a cylindrical envelope compatible with launch vehicle shrouds. This concept has the
potential for achieving high precision, and, using a launch vehicle having a shroud diameter similar to that
of the Space Shuttle cargo bay (15 ft), a reflector with a 33 ft aperture is possible. Integration of a feed
boom, however, is not addressed in reference 4
The primary objective of the present study is to expand the conceptual ideas presented in reference 4 by
devising a different deployment concept for a seven-panel reflector and include integration of a feed boom
while maintaining the cylindrical package envelope. The dynamic behavior of this reflector concept in its
deployed configuration is also examined through finite-element analysis to assess the effects of the feed
boom, feed mass, and spacecraft bus mass. A configuration having a 216-inch focal length and consisting of
80-inch-diameter panels is selected for this study. The focal length selected for the analytical model dictates
a relatively long feed boom that probably approaches an upper limit for the reflector concept presented
herein. Details of the actuators, zero-play hinge joints, and other hardware required to withstand launch loads
and effect deployment are not included in this paper. Finally, two configurations for lightweight solid-
surface panels are presented with the goal of identifying panel concepts that meet the weight, surface
accuracy, and packaging (for launch) requirements of remote sensing small spacecraft.
Design Considerations
Because the reflector concept devised herein does not have a specific mission, loads and performance
requirements are not available. However, microwave radiometry at high frequencies requiring an accurate,
stiffened, solid reflective surface is assumed to be the primary mission that will influence structural
considerations for the deployed configuration. The following guidelines are used to configure the reflector
concept considered herein:
1. The reflector should be an offset-fed configuration with an integrated deployable feed boom.
2. The reflector surface should be segmented into sufficiently small, similar-size, stiffened,
hexagonal panels to enable efficient packaging in practical-size launch vehicles.
3. The packaging and deployment scheme should accommodate curved panels.
4. Each panel should be supported on three flexures following deployment (deployment
mechanisms should not remain in the load paths) to reduce the effects of the interaction of mechanical
and thermal distortions between the panel and the truss.
5. The reflector and integrated feed boom should be compatible with attachment to a spacecraft bus.
6. The relative geometrical positions of appropriate structural nodal points in the support truss
should not change during deployment, thus providing convenient attachment points by which the
reflector package can be attached, as a unit, to a spacecraft bus.
GeneralConfigurationa dPackagingScheme
Theconfigurationassumedforthereflectorconcepts udiedherein is shown in figure 4. The integrated
reflector and feed boom package is attached to one end of a spacecraft bus and deployed when the desired
orbit is achieved. The reflector has an offset feed and the reflective surface is composed of seven stiffened,
similar-size, hexagonal-shaped panels that are supported by a truss. As shown in figure 2, the support truss
has a non-deployable center section, referred to herein as the center-body truss, and six deployable truss
wings. The non-deployable center-body truss, which supports the center panel, also provides a simple and
convenient interface for attachment of the reflector package as a unit to the spacecraft bus. The truss wings,
which when folded lie parallel to the axis of the spacecraft bus (see fig. 1 (a)), deploy independently of each
other, and one linear actuator is required to deploy each wing. (Additional actuators are required to position
the paneis--a significant complexity that requires some design ingenuity to conserve volume as well as
mass.) The perspective view in figure 2 shows the center panel, the center-body truss, and one of the truss
wings with its corresponding panel in the deployed position. The actuator motions required to deploy or
restow the reflector are shown in the enlarged perspective view in figure 3. The center panel, which does not
deploy, is permanently supported over the center-body truss at three equally spaced peripheral points located
at the midpoints of every other edge of the panel (fig. 2). Flexural supports are used to attach the center
panel to the appropriate nodes of the center-body truss to permit essentially free in-plane thermal expansion.
Each of the six outer panels must also ultimately be supported on three flexures--one each at the two
outboard nodes of a deployable truss wing and a third at the corresponding inboard node on the center-body
truss. The translational motion of an outer panel in the plane of the panel (indicated in figure 3 by the gray
arrow), may not be necessary. If the length of the longest member in the truss wing (which, when folded,
lies normal to the diametrical plane of the center panel and is nominally equal to the length of the packaged
reflector plus the spacecraft bus length) is not restricted by the launch vehicle shroud length, the wing can
be extended radially to permit support of the panel at its two outermost corners.
The packaged configuration for the reflector and feed boom is shown schematically in figure 4. An
exploded view of the deployed configuration is shown schematically in figure 5. The main components are
the support truss, the seven reflector panels, the feed boom, and the transition truss which is used to
connect the feed boom to one of the truss foldable wings. As seen in figure 4(b), the diameter of the
package is slightly larger than the diameter of the panel stack. Because the reflector is an offset paraboioid,
each of the panels has unique dimensions. However, for most applications the panels can probably be
designed such that their planform dimensions are sufficiently similar to cause no significant effect on the
diameter of the cylindrical package envelope. When the wings are folded, the outboard panels stack over the
center panel, with the concave sides all facing in the same direction.
The feed boom consists of multiple, straight, truss-beam segments that are connected end-to-end by
hinge joints. The hinge joints allow 180 ° rotation such that, in the stowed configuration, the segments are
parallel and contiguous with connecting segments. The required number of hinge joints depends on the focal
lengthoftheparentparaboloidandthediameterofthepanelsinthereflectordish.Onlytwoof the feed
boom hinge joints are shown in figure 5-- one at the interface with the transition truss and the other at the
"elbow" of the feed boom. The axes for these two hinge joints are mutually perpendicular. In addition, the
feed boom segments must not have protrusions that would significantly compromise the tightness of the
package. The length of each segment is limited to the approximate distance between opposite edges of the
panels as shown in figure 4(a). It is assumed that the articulated-truss joint concept proposed for space crane
application, and designated "A" in reference 5, can be miniaturized for application as the feed boom hinge
joints. The articulated truss joint concept chosen is shown in figure 6.
Deployment Sequence
The basic sequence of motions necessary to deploy the reflector and feed boom is shown in figure 7.
Design details of the required linkages, actuators, fittings, and latches to cause these motions, maintain the
proper deployed configuration, and support the packaged for survival of launch loads are not addressed in this
study.
The initial step in deploying the reflector is to rotate the transition truss (with attached feed boom) to
a position outside the package envelope. The transition truss is hinged at its outboard edge to the outboard
edge of one of the truss wings (see fig. 5). There are two latch fittings at the inboard edge of the transition
truss that connect to corresponding fittings at the base of the truss wing (at the center-body truss) when the
270 degree rotation is completed. In the second step, the top panel is translated to the top of the package and
the feed boom is rotated 180 degrees. These positions allow the first truss wing (with attached panel and
transition truss) to be deployed, as shown in step 3 in figure 7, without interference from adjacent structure
or the spacecraft bus. The first panel is then rotated and translated, as shown in step 4, to its final position.
The other five truss wings and corresponding panels are deployed in a similar manner (omitting the
manipulations of the feed boom and transition truss). Deployment of the feed boom, as shown in the
remainder of figure 7, can be completed at any time following deployment of the first truss wing and panel.
If the first three panel wings deployed are non-adjacent, the threat of obstruction from adjacent structure is
removed for the remaining three panels so that simplified mechanisms may be possible for their
deployment.
Although the reflector concept presented herein is packaged in a cylindrical envelope for compatiblity
with cylindrical shrouds of standard expendable launch vehicles, the deployment sequence proposed is
compatible with a fligh verification experiment for which the cylindrical package could be launched
mounted transversely in the Space Shuttle on a Hitchhiker Bridge Assembly (HHBA) as indicated in figure
8. The HHBA is the pallet used for the Hitchhiker carrier system (ref. 6). The Hitchhiker carrier system
provides the power and data link needed to control deployment and repackaging. A remote repackaging
capability is required for a Shuttle-launched flight experiment designed for multiple remote deployments to
demonstrate deployment reliability. A repackaging capability is also required to return the reflector to Earth
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intheShuttle.A repackagingrequirementcomplicatesthestructurebyrequiringjointsthatlockin the
deployedconfigurationtohaveanunlockingcapability.Locksontheancillarystructurequiredto
withstandlaunchloadswouldalsorequirearemotelockingandunlockingcapability.Forthepresents udy,
it isassumedthatsolenoidsorsmallelectricmotorscanbeincorporatedonthejointstoperformthis
function.Inaddition,theactuatormotionsrequiredtoeffecthedeploymentsequence(seefigure7)are
assumedtobereversibletoenablerepackaging of the reflector.
Support Truss Geometry
The general configuration of the support truss for the reflector concept presented herein is devised so
that each of the six wings of the truss can be deployed, independently, by separate linear actuators. The
dimensions of the support truss are determined from the equations and procedure presented in this section.
The truss geometry is defined in figure 9. The depth of the center-body truss must be sufficient to
enable vertical folding of the truss wings. In addition, the corner-to-comer diameter of the base of the center-
body truss must be similar to the nominal corner-to-comer diameter of the panels. Finally, the comer-to-
comer diameter of the upper surface of the center-body truss must be similar to the nominal distance
between opposite edges of the panels (see fig. 2).
The truss wing is shown in the folded position in figure 9(a) and in the deployed position in figure.
9(b). For deployment, a linear actuator is used to move point A (fig. 9(a)) vertically upward until point A
becomes coincident with point B (fig. 9(b)). To make it possible for the actuator to deploy the truss wing
the angle, 13,must be greater than zero; thus hinge line offset, e 1, must be less than the hinge line offset,
e 2. (The hinge lines are perpendicular to the plane of figure 9, and are represented by the small circles at the
ends of projected member S 1 and member $2. ) The specific value of e2 will effect the diameter of the
packaged reflector and, thus, should be chosen as small as practical with consideration given to maintaining
a practical value of el and providing sufficient mechanical advantage for the actuator to operate effectively.
The offset e3 is also specified with consideration given to maintaining a practical distance between the
members in the base of the center-body truss and the hinge line at the lower end of projected member S1
(with the truss wing is in the folded position).
The diameter of the envelope of the reflector package (nominally, the diameter of the panels plus an
amount to account for the e 2 offsets and cross-sectional dimensions of the S 2 members) is selected to match
the diameter of the dynamic envelope of the launch vehicle shroud. The depth of the package envelope must
also be compatible with the launch vehicle shroud as well as provide sufficient volume above the center-
body truss to contain the panel stack, the feed boom, and the transition truss (fig. 9(a)). The center-body
truss depth depends on the length of travel required for the linear actuator to fold the truss wing from the
deployed position shown in figure 9(b) to the position where member $2 is vertical (fig. 9(a)). (In figure
9(b) projected member St is parallel to the chord connecting points (Xl, Zl), and (x 2, z2) on the parent
paraboloid generator.)
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Although the reflector is an offset paraboioid, an axisymmetric reflector is assumed for purposes of
defining the angle c_ of projected member S 1 (fig. 9(b)). Thus, the center of the center panel surface is
assumed to lie at the vertex of the parent paraboloid. (This simplifying assumption should have little effect
on the dynamic analysis results presented in the following section.) For ease of fabrication, the support
truss would probably be an axisymmetric structure even for an offset reflective surface, so that the
inclinations of the truss wings would all be equal. The panel support flexures would be of various lengths
to account for the asymmetry of the reflector surface panels.
The geometric parameters of the support truss are determined as follows:
The angle _t is given by
-1 (z2-zl)
O, = lan (1)(x2-x) 1
and
D
f
x 1 = _ (2)
(3)
2
x 2
z2 = 4--#- (4)
where Df, the edge-to-edge diameter of the panels and F, the focal length, are known.
The value of x2 can be determined by substituting eqs. (2), (3), and (4) into the equation
2 2 2
D f =(x 2-xl) + (z 2-zl)
to obtain
where
ClX2 4+C2x2 2+C3x 2+C4= 0
 IDfl
= 1 . C 2 = 1- -_,----_---j C 3 DfC1 16F 2 ' ; = _ ;
1 Df
C4= Df _ T -
Equation (1) can now be solved for the angle et.
(5)
(6)
From figure 9, the depth of the package can be expressed as
H =S +e tan0+ ds
P 2 2 2 (7)
where ds is the diameter of the struts in the base of the center-body truss. The other geometric relations that
must be satisfied to fold the truss wing to the position shown in figure 9(a) are:
sin 13=
e 2 - e 1
s (8)
1
I cos_ + e 1 -e2/0= cos -1 Sl $2
S 2 = e3 + S 141 - sin 213
(9)
(io)
Eqs. (8) and (10) can be combined to obtain
a/( 2 :SI= $2- e3) + (e2- el)
and combining eqs. (7) and (9) yields
(11)
2 2$2 -(SlC°Stl+el-e2) ds
Hp= S 2 + e (SlCOSOt + e 1 -e 9 + T (12)
With or, el, e2, e3, ds, and Hp known, an iterative process is used to determine corresponding values of S1,
$2, 0, and 13.The center-body truss depth, ht, can then be calculated by
I ex/ht=S2sin0- SI+ _ sinot+e2tan0
Dynamic Analysis of Deployed Reflector
To gain an understanding of the dynamic behavior that can be expected for a deployed reflector
configuration such as described herein, a representative reflector having a focal length, F, of 216 inches and
composed of 80-inch-diameter panels was selected for analysis. To determine the truss geometry it is
assumed that the reflector would be launched mounted to a HHBA aboard the Space Shuttle, as shown in
figure 8. For this case, the axis of the reflector package is perpendicular rather than parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the launch vehicle. Thus, the depth of the package is the critical dimension that must
be restrained so that the package does not penetrate the Shuttle dynamic envelope (fig. 8(a)). A package
depth of 50 inches was specified. This depth allows space for ancillary structure (fig. 8(b)) of hexagonal
cross-section that simulates the spacecraft bus cross section. The ancillary structure also serves as an
interface between the relatively narrow MPESS and the reflector package. The resulting support truss has an
8.9-inch-deep center-body truss and, with the wings folded, provides enough space above the center-body
truss to accommodate the stack of seven 2-inch-thick panels with a 0.5 inch spacing, a feed boom having an
8-inch-square cross-section, and a transition truss that is 6 inches deep. However, the package depth is
constrained such that the truss wings are too short to support the outer panels at their two outermost comer
points. Thus, a translational motion in the plane of each outer panel is required to place it in its final
deployed position.
Finite-element model.- A finite element model was created and analyzed using the EISI-EAL computer
code (ref. 7). The model, shown in figure 10, consists of the non-deployable center-body truss, 6 deployable
truss wings, the transition truss, and the feed boom (see fig. 5). The structure is assumed to consist of
graphite-epoxy members having a modulus of elasticity of 40 x 106 psi and a mass density of 0.06
Ibm/in 3. All members except the two tension members in each truss wing are 0.5 inches in diameter. The
tension members, which are included to provide shear stiffness to truss wings, are 0.125 inches in diameter.
The longeron and diagonal members in the root segment of the feed boom (the shorter straight segment of
the feed boom that connects to the transition truss), the transition truss, the wing supporting the transition
truss, and the tension members are modeled as solid rods. All other members are modeled as hollow tubes
with a wall thickness of 0.02 inches. (The replacement of selected tubular members with solid members in
the model was found to be most effective in raising the fundamental frequency of the structure as a whole.)
To reduce the mass of the long portion of the feed boom and improve dynamic behavior, bays twice as long
as cubic bays are modeled. This modeling does not reduce the bending stiffness of the feed boom and
maintains adequate torsional stiffness to preclude a critical torsional mode for the range of offset feed masses
investigated. Only two of the articulating joints in the feed boom are modeled--those at each end of the feed
boom root section. With these assumptions, the structural mass of the center-body truss, wings, transition
truss, and feed boom is 28.5 Ibm. All members of the center-body truss and truss wings are divided into 4
beam elements each. In addition, the 15 longest members of the transition truss are divided into 2 beam
elements each. These members are subdivided in order to determine local vibration modes. The entire model
consists of 380 nodes (2280 degrees of freedom) and 576 beam elements.
The nodal joints (the points where two or more of the truss members interconnect) in the support
truss and in the feed boom are modeled as lumped (non-structural) masses. Furthermore, all of these nodal
joints are assumed to have identical masses. If a nodal joint also supports an actuator, the nodal joint mass
is increased accordingly. The panels are also modeled as lumped masses that are apportioned to the
respective support nodes in the truss. (The value assumed for the mass of a panel is estimated from design
curves for the lightweight, solid-surface panel designs presented in the next section of the present paper.)
Finally, a lumped mass representing the feed is located 8 inches from the free end of the feed boom and
offset12inchesfromitslongitudinalxistowardthe reflector side. The masses assumed for the various
components are listed in Table 1.
The deployable reflector package will most likely be attached to a spacecraft bus of significant mass
for a given mission. To account for this, the spacecraft bus is assumed to be a lumped mass located on the
longitudinal axis of the reflector and offset 25 inches from the base of the center-body truss. The mass is
assumed to be connected by three rigid members to three equally spaced nodes located on the periphery of
the base of the center-body truss.
12_.- Because the present reflector concept does not have a specific mission, the feed
mass and the spacecraft bus mass are unknown. However, it is assumed that the mass of a feed for a
reflector of the size being analyzed would not exceed 20 Ibm, and that the mass of the spacecraft would not
exceed 1400 Ibm. Table 2 presents the fundamental and second lowest natural frequencies for selected values
of feed and spacecraft bus masses. The mode shapes associated with these frequencies are indicated in Table 2
by (T) or (B). Although the mode shapes for the two lowest natural frequencies are complex, they are
referred to herein as either a twisting mode (T) or a bending mode (B) because these terms are somewhat
descriptive of the vibratory motion. Typical examples of these mode shapes are shown in figure 11. The
twisting mode, which is shown in figure 1 l(a), is characterized by bending and torsion of the long section
of the feed boom and torsion of the root section of the feed boom, causing a twisting of the transition truss,
the wing, and, consequently, the center-body truss. The bending mode, which is shown in figure 1 l(b), is
primarily bending of the feed boom toward and away from the center-body truss.
The effect of feed mass and spacecraft bus mass on fundamental frequency is shown graphically in
figure 12. In this figure fundamental frequency is plotted as a function of feed mass for various values of
spacecraft bus mass. When the feed mass and the spacecraft bus mass are both zero, the fundamental
frequency is about 8.4 Hz. Comparing this value with the fundamental frequency of 25.6 Hz obtained for
the reflector when the feed boom and associated support structure are removed from the model demonstrates
the dominant effect of the feed boom on fundamental frequency. In figure 12 the frequency is seen to
decrease with increasing feed mass. For the case of zero spacecraft bus mass, the fundamental frequency is
reduced by 37% when the feed mass is increased from 0 to 20 Ibm. The results in figure 12 also show that
increasing spacecraft bus mass further decreases fundamental frequency. As the spacecraft bus mass is
increased, the boundary conditions on the spacecraft bus end of the structure (at the base of the center-body
truss) approach a clamped condition for which the fundamental frequency is shown by the hatched line in
figure 12. A Space Shuttle flight experiment wherein the deployed reflector would remain firmly attached to
a support pallet in the cargo bay would experience this degradation in fundamental frequency.
The structure can be modified to effect small increases in the fundamental frequency. For example,
changing the center-body truss to all solid members increases the fundamental frequency approximately 7%,
but increases the total structural mass by 51%. The truss wings might also be structurally reconfigured to
gain some increase in stiffness. Recall that the packaged reflector has a hexagonal cross section, thus there
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is some space available inside the cylindrical package envelope which could be used for structuralstiffening
purposes. However, such structural modifications would compete for the available space with any ancillary
sU'ucmre required to support the package in an expendable launch vehicle for survival of launch loads.
Reflector Panel Design and Analysis
As pan of the effort to develop enabling technologies for precision deployable reflector systems,
several lightweight, solid-surface panel designs are being investigated with the goal of identifying panel
concepts that meet the weight, surface accuracy, and packaging (for launch) requirements of remote sensing
micro-spacecraft. The primarypanel performance parameters are expected to be weight, stiffness, and surface
accuracy. A major emphasis of the design process is to fabricate panels having minimum weight and
maximum stiffness and meeting specified surface accuracy requirements. Also, it is necessary to satisfy
packaging requirements for launch and to consider limitations related to cost and panel fabrication. This
section presents analysis results related to panel mass and stiffness for the two panel stiffener configurations
shown in figure 13. Examination of issues related to panel fabrication, cost, and on-orbit surface accuracy is
ongoing, but is beyond the scope of this paper.
One possible panel design, shown in figure 13, utilizes a sandwich construction consisting of two
thin high-modulus graphite-epoxy face sheets separated by a lightweight honeycomb core. An arrangement
of rib stiffeners is bonded to the convex face of the panel (the non reflective face). The stiffeners improve
design efficiency by increasing panel stiffness without a significant increase in panel mass. The stiffeners,
also of a sandwich construction, are designed to have a coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) that is
approximately equal to that of the sandwich panel. A variety of commercially available graphite-epoxy
material systems can be used to fabricate the face sheets. Aluminum and several Iow-CTE non-metallic
materials are being considered for the honeycomb core of both the panel and stiffeners.
A cross-sectional view of a typical panel-stiffencr arrangement is shown in figure 14. Analysis results
presented in this section were obtained for panels having a flat (no curvature) surface as shown in figure 14.
Although the panel surface will actually be doubly curved (generally parabolic), it has been found that
analysis results are not strongly dependent upon panel curvature for moderately curved reflectors.
The face sheets are fabricated from a high-modulus graphite-epoxy material system. For the present study,
each facesheet uses four plies to produce a [0°_45°/90 °] laminate. Two such face sheets, when bonded to the
panel core, yeild a sandich panel with quasi-isotropic material properties. The face sheet laminates are
assumed to have an in-plane Young's modulus of approximately 15 x 106 psi and a density of 0.065
Ibm/in 3. The panel core assumed here is a low-modulus aluminum honeycomb material having a density of
1.5 lbm/ft 3. This core has approximately the lowest density that can be obtained using either aluminum or
non-metallic honeycomb core material. Both the in-plane and shear moduli of the core are low. The core
serves primarily to add depth (and hence bending stiffness) to the panel sandwich.
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Several important dimensional parameters are shown in figure 14. In general, it is desirable to use face
sheets (for both the panel and stiffeners) that are as thin as possible. It is feasible to fabricate face sheets
that are as thin as .004 inches and this value is assumed for the present discussion. Increasing the face sheet
thickness significantly increases panel mass without appreciably improving stiffness. Similarly, it is
desirable to keep the width of the stiffener core (0.5 inches in the figure) as small as possible. A stiffener
core width of 0.5 inches was selected because it is large enough to prevent stiffener buckling. The
remaining dimensional parameters shown in figure 10 are panel core thickness, t, and stiffener depth, d.
These are important design parameters because they have the greatest impact on overall panel stiffness. The
results of analyses involving these parameters are presented later in this section.
Before proceeding, it is useful to discuss how the panels will be attached to the deployable support
truss. Truss attachment locations for the two stiffener configurations considered (figure 13) are shown in
figure 15. Although both stiffener configurations are compatible with attachment to the 7-panel deployable
support truss, configuration 1 is particularly convenient because each attachment location lies at the end of
a stiffener. This arrangement provides efficient load transfer from the panel to the underlying truss.
Configuration 2 is not as efficient at load transfer, but due to the axisymmetric arrangement of the stiffeners
may have advantages for some loading conditions. The panels are attached to the truss using three flexures
that provide a statically determinate mounting condition. The flexures restrain panel rotation and out-of-
plane motion, but allow for radial expansion as shown in the figure. During thermal expansion of the
panels, the flexures allow radial growth, and in so doing reduce surface distortion and thermal load transfer
to the support truss. It is noted that analysis results presented in this section assume that the panel
attachments are located on the panel perimeter (figure 15). This is in contrast to figure 2, where two of the
attachment locations for the seven panel deployable truss are shown inboard of the panel perimeter. Thus,
although the results presented are typical and show the important panel trends, they are slightly more
conservative (lower predicted stiffness) than those that would be obtained for panels mounted as shown in
figure 2.
One measure of panel stiffness and a key structural performance parameter is fundamental frequency.
Although specific panel frequency requirements are not presently known, finite element analysis models
have been used to determine important frequency trends related to the design variables t and d shown in
figure 14. Analysis results for fundamental frequency (mode 1) and total panel mass as a function of
stiffener depth for each configuration are shown in figure 16. These results assume a panel core thickness of
0.5 inches and a flexure support condition as shown in figure 15. Both configurations exhibit a significant
increase in frequency (stiffness) as stiffener depth increases. Furthermore, for stiffener depths less than 4
inches, there is not a great difference between the two panel configurations. The relationship between
configurations 1 and 2 is seen more clearly in figure 17 where the ratio of panel frequency to panel mass has
been plotted as a function of stiffener depth. The resdults in the figure show that configuration 2 is slightly
more efficient for stiffener depths less than 4 inches. However, as shown in figure 16, mode 1 frequencies
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ranging from approximately 13 Hz to 28 Hz are achievable with either stiffener configuration. Both figures
16 and 17 illustrate how stiffeners can be used to increase stiffness without significantly increasing total
panel mass, which is less than 5.25 Ibm for the entire range of stiffeners ploued on the graphs. The mode
shapes associated with the mode i frequencies are typical plate bending modes. The leveling off of the
frequency curve for configuration 2 is indicative of that configuration's inefficiency in transferring inertial
loads to the support points as the mass of the stiffeners is increased.
A more complete understanding of how panel stiffness is related to the design parameters t and d is
obtained by examination of figure 18. The results in this figure show panel fundamental frequency and mass
for a range of panel core thicknesses and stiffener depths, and can be used to determine the lowest mass
panel (and associated t and d) that will satisfy a particular frequency requirement. Results are shown for
stiffener configuration 1, but the trends are valid for either panel configuration. As stiffener depth increases
(following any constant core thickness curve), there is a significant increase in frequency (stiffness) and a
correspondingly small increase in mass. Conversely, as panel core thickness is increased (following a
constant stiffener depth curve), there is a small increase in frequency and a correspondingly large increase in
mass. Thus, as expected, adding depth to the panel stiffeners improves performance more efficiently than
adding thickness to the panel core. The abrupt curvature at the left side of each constant core thickness curve
indicates that shallow stiffeners are relatively inefficient.
It can beseen from figure 18 that the lowest mass panel satisfying a specific frequency requirement is
obtained by selecting the thinnest possible panel core and adding stiffeners of sufficient depth. A reasonable
lower limit for panel core thickness is 0.25 inch, represented by the lowest curve in figure 18. However,
packaging requirements may place a constraint on allowable total panel thickness, and thus may preclude
the use of the "thinnest core" and "lowest mass" panel. For example, a panel frequency requirement of 20
Hz can he satisfied using a panel having a core thickness of 0.25 inches and stiffeners having a depth of
approximately 3.4 inches The total panel thickness for this example is 3.658 inches (3.4 inches + .25
inches + two face sheets), and the panel mass is approximately 3.75 Ibm. If, for example, a packaging
constraint requires that the total thickness be no more than 3.0 inches, the same frequency requirement (20
Hz) can be satisfied only with a thicker panel core. Figure 19 is a modification of figure 18, with the
parmneter Ntotal panel thickness" exchanged for the parameter "stiffener depth". The results in figure 19
show that for a maximum allowable total thickness of 3.0 inches, a frequency requirement of 20 Hz dictates
a core thickness of approximately 0.65 inch (and thus stiffeners with depth 2.35 inches). The resulting
panel has a mass of approximately 5.0 ibm, an increase of 33% from that of the "thinnest core" panel.
The results in figures 18 and 19 provide a panel design tool that may be useful for a relatively wide
range of possible core thicknesses and stiffener depths, and for a variety of possible reflector applications
and potential launch vehicles. However, the assumptions for the reflector design of the present paper limit
the total panel thickness to 2.0 inches. Figure 19 shows that for this total thickness value, a frequency of
approximately 12 Hz is obtained using a panel with a 0.25 inch core (1.75 in. stiffeners) and a mass of 3.3
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Ibm.Thismassvaluedoesnotincludethemassofanyadditionalhardwareusedtoattachthepaneltothe
supporttruss.Alternatively,aslightlymoremassivepanelhavingacoreof0.50inchesandnostiffeners
achievesafrequencyofapproximately14Hz.Althoughnotthemostefficient,suchapanelhasthe
advantagethatit isthinner(.508inchtotal)andenablespackagingofafeedboomwitha largercross
sectionforincreaseddynamicperformance.Althought epanelwithnoribstiffenersi easiertofabricateits
massisincreasedtoapproximately3.9Ibm.Figure19alsoindicatesthatwithatotalpanelthicknesslimit
of2.0inches,frequenciesgreaterthan12Hzcanheobtainedonlybyusingthickercorepanelsthatare
significantlymoremassive.Forexample,afrequencyrequirementof20Hzrequiresapanelhavingmass
greaterthan5Ibm,andarequirementof30Hzcannotbeobtainedfortherangeofstiffenercorethicknesses
shownin figure15.
Thissectionhasdescribedtworib-stiffenedpanelconfigurationsandpresentedanalyticalresultsfor
massandstiffness.Theimportantdesignvariableshavebeenexamined.Theresultshowthattheaddition
ofonlyafewsufficientlydeepribstiffenerscanefficientlyimprovesandwichpanelstiffness.Thebestpanel
designforthe7-paneldeployabler flectorofthispapermuststillbedetermined.Theeffectsofthermal
distortionandissuesrelatedtosurfaceaccuracy,panelfabrication,compactpackaging,andcostsmuststill
beaddressed.Inaddition,assumingfabricationcostisnotsignificantlyaffected,it maybeusefulto
investigatealternativepaneldesignsthatutilizemorestiffeners.Forexample,configurationsu ingmore
thanthreestiffenersmightshowsignificantlyimprovedperformanceevenwhenshallowstiffenersare
mandatedbypanelpackagingrequirements.
ConcludingRemarks
Aconceptispresentedforachievingaremotelydeployabler flectorwithanintegratedfeedboomthat
haspotentialformeetingaperturesizeandsurfaceprecisionrequirementsforsomehigh-frequency
microwaver motesensingapplicationsandwhich,inpackagedform,canbeconvenientlyattachedasaunit
toaspacecraftbus.
Thenon-deployablecentersectionofthesupporttrussenablessimpleattachmentof theself-contained
packagedreflectorunittoaspacecraftbus.Althoughthebasicsequenceofmotionsnecessarytodeploythe
reflectorandfeedboomareshownconceptuallytobefeasible,thedetailsofthelinkages,actuators,fittings,
latches,etc.tocausethesemotions,maintaintheproperdeployedconfiguration,andsupportthepackage
forsurvivaloflaunchloadscouldhavesignificantimpactonmass,packagesize,anddeployment
complexity.
A reflectorhavingafocalengthof216inchesandconsistingofseven80-inch-diameterpahelscanbe
sizedtofitwithintheSpaceShuttlecargobayusingtheMPESSasthemountingpallet.Thereflectorand
feedboomcanbedeployedwhileremainingattachedtotheMPESSin theSpaceShuttlecargobay.With
reversibleactuators,arefoldingcapabilityispossibletoenableaShuttleflightexperimentthatcouldbe
usedtoverifyreliabilityofdeploymentthroughmultipledeploymenttesting.
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Analysis of the reflector sized for Space Shuttle transportation shows that the feed boom and spacecraft
bus can have a significant impact on the fundamental frequency of the deployed configuration. The
fundamental frequency of an unsupported reflector dish (7 panels and support truss) is reduced by a factor of
3 when the feed boom is included in the model. In addition, increasing the mass of a spacecraft bus in the
model further reduces the fundamental frequency. As the spacecraft bus mass is increased, the boundary
conditions on the spacecraft bus end of the reflector sa'ucture (at the base of the center-body truss) approach
a clamped condition, resulting in a significant degradation of the fundamental frequency. A Space Shuttle
flight experiment wherein the deployed reflector would remain firmly attached to a support pallet in the
cargo bay would experience this degradation in fundamental frequency.
Analyses of two candidate panel configurations for deployable reflector application show that sandwich
panel stiffness can be more efficiently increased by the addition of only a few sufficiently deep ribs than by
increasing the core depth. The best panel design for the 7-panel reflector concept presented herein must still
be determined. The effects of thermal distortion and issues related to surface accuracy, panel fabrication,
compact packaging, and costs must still be addressed. It may be useful to investigate alternative panel
designs that utilize more than three stiffeners. Consideration of the advantages must be weighed against
fabrication costs, however, since the addition of stiffeners may increase the complexity of fabrication.
o
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Item
Panels
Actuatorson
Center-BodyTruss
Actuatorson
Wings
ActuatorsinF_,.c_dBoom
Table1.Massofnon-structuralcomponents.
Quantity Mass,Ibm
PerItem
5.00
12
0.25
0.38
TotalMass,Ibm
35.00
1.50
4.50
2 0.50 1.00
PhysicalNodes 115 0.10 11.50
TotalNon-Structural 53.50Mass
•Table2.Firstwofrequenciesforvariousfeedandspacecraftbusmasses.
Feed
0
2
5
10
20
0
2
5
10
20
0
2
5
10
20
0
2
5
10
20
(T)twisting(B)bending
Mass,Ibm
Spacecraft Bus
350
350
350
350
350
700
700
700
700
700
1400
1400
1400
1400
1400
Frequency, Hz
Fundamental
8.44 (T)
7.64 (T)
6.74 (B)
5.99 (B)
5.29 (B)
6.75 (T)
5.85 (T)
5.21 (T)
4.70 (B)
4.13(B)
6.27 (T)
5.35 (T)
4.69 (T)
4.16 (T)
3.70(B)
5.83 (T)
4.90 (T)
4.20 (T)
3.64 (_
3.17 (T)
2nd
8.84 (B)
7.68 (B)
7.15 (T)
6.76 (T)
6.46 (T)
7.66
6.50
5.58
4.87
4.35
(B)
(B)
(B)
(T)
(D
7.17 (B)
6.06 (B)
5.18 (B)
4.48 (B)
3.82 ('I)
6.67 (B)
5.60 (B)
4.75 (B)
4.06 (B)
3.42 (B)
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Spacecraft bus
Reflector
(a) Packaged reflector
Deployable
feed boom
(b) Deployed reflector
Figure 1. Schematic of segmented precision reflector attached to spacecraft bus.
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Typicallocationsof
panel support flexures
",7," Outer panels
[-] Center panelf
," _ _" _ _ /- Panels
f/l\\ ',,/__/:,_J
" /\ /I- ""Jlr.. % I_\
_-- _"\- Focal point _._. oo_."°_
l co,"°'"°.I'._;/,,°'°i " •
. _aeO_,o_ at''" "_o
F _ou_ _u99o6 tru_
Solid surface, -_ Parent paraboloid --a
precision panels\ : \
Figure 2. Offset parabolic reflector geometly.
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__r panel
Actuator motions
required for positioning
of panel
Y
Center-body truss
Actuator motion required to
deploy/restow truss wing
deploy truss wing
Figure 3. Perspective view showing center-body truss with attached center panel and one wing of
the reflector in the deployed configuration.
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(a)Orthographicprojection
i!i!!S{i!:E!ii
Transition truss
Feed boom
Panels
Support truss
(b) Perspective view (c) Components
Figure 4. Packaged configuration of 7-panel reflector.
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Feed bo_
Segmented reflector surface
(Composed of 7 solid-surface
precision reflector panels)
!
Latch
Support truss fittings
Transition truss _Hinge joint axes I
Figure 5. Exploded view of deployed 7-panel reflector.
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(a) Straight configuration
(b) 90 ° bend
\X
(c) 180 ° bend
Figure 6. Feed boom hinge joint. (Joint concept A, Ref. 5)
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/IX
Reflector package attached
to spacecraft bus
.....
i _f-°-
Step 2: Raise top panel; rotate
feed boom 180 ° '
'q/
Step 1:270 ° Rotation of transition
truss and feed boom
Step 4: Rotate and translate panel
into final position
Continue deployment of feed boom
Figure 7. Schematic showing deployment of top panel and feed boom when reflector is attached to a spacecraft bus.
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Figure7. Concluded
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Seven80"-dia.hexagonalpanels
Packagedia. = 85"
Package dep_= 50"
Space Shuttle 90" --_
dynamic envelope _ ---- ---.- _,
\x,,//
/A\
L7
Front view
(a) Packaged configuration for launch
Side view
ii
Deployed aperture -_ 15.4 ft
Ancillary structure -_- [H_x>_ .
(Diameter of spacecraft bus) II)
(b) Side view of deployed configuration
Figure 8. Truss-stiffened 7-panel deployable reflector attached to the Hitchhiker Bridge Assembly (HHBA) in the
Space Shuttle cargo bay.
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Panel stack Hp
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: deployment of truss wing i
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Center-body truss envelope/ _ panel
(b) Truss wing deployed
Figure 9. Truss geometry
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Typical tension members
!
Feed m_s__
section of
feed boom
Spacecraft bus mass
Figure 10. Finite-element model.
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(a) Modereferredtoas"twistingmode" (b) Modereferredtoas"bendingmode"
Figure11.Typicalmodesofvibrationforthetwolowestnaturalfrequencies.
e.
.-.t
=o
Spacecraft Bus Mass
(Ibm)
o 0
[3 350
A 700
_. -,.. - O 1400
- _ "_ .... _.... __......... ---- ........ []
t clamped to ground
i I i I i I i I i ,I
4 8 12 16 20
Feed Mass, Ibm
Figure 12. Effect of feed mass and spacecraft mass on fundamental frequency.
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Graphite/Epoxy
Facesheet(concaver flectivesurface)
Honeycomb
Core
Graphite/Epoxy
Facesheet(convexsurface)
RibStiffeners
Figure13.Ribstiffenedlightweightdeployabler flectorpanelconcepts.
PanelReflective
_ Surface 004in
s,f,: " t (.panel core thickness) ,txt., ,, s/
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p = .065 Ibm/in 3 "'"_
',',,'_ E << E(facesheet)
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Figure 14. Cross section of typical panel and stiffener.
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Configuration 1 Configuration 2 Radial Motion
Figure 15. Attachment of outer ring panels to deployable support truss.
tq
0
Configuration 1
20 i----
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
,8 40
Stiffener Depth (d), in.
6 30
t.q
204 _ =
3 g
2 u, 10
0 0
Configuration 2
: : : 8
: 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Stiffener Depth (d), in.
Figure 16. Mode 1 frequency and panel mass as a function of stiffener depth.
(panel core thickness, t = 0.5 in.)
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Frequency
Mass
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...................i..................i__ _
i _-"iConfiguration 2 .....
...................i..................i ......_ ........... ......i ........................
0 1 2 4 5 6 7
Stiffener Depth (d), in.
Figure 17. Frequency to mass ratios as a function of stiffener depth for
configurations 1 and 2 (panel core thickness, t = 0.5 in.)
Mass,
Ibm
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0
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..................................................._ __..__'i... z.25
............................................i"" ' "' ,;' !i :..;..0..
--- 0 iStiffener Depth (d), in_
10 20 30 40 50
Mode 1 Frequency, Hz
Panel Core
Thickness (t), in
Figure 18. Mode 1 frequency and panel mass as a function of core thickness
and stiffener depth (stiffener configuration 1)
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Figure 19. Mode 1 frequency and panel mass as a function of core thickness
and total panel thickness (stiffener configuration 1)
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